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Blueice Research AB is a young and expansive development company specialized in mobile Internet security.
Blueice Research develops software for safe and secure identification, digital signatures and digital receipts, as
well as providing unique, integrated security solutions for B2B and B2C companies. From its head office in
Stockholm, Sweden, Blueice Research is operational in the European market place.

About TAJ Security AB:
TAJT is a supplier- independent integrator of electronic security solutions. TAJT has chosen to use Blueice
Reserach solutions, among others. TAJT can support the customer with the overhaul of IT-security, suggest
overall solutions and execute the implementation of these solutions.
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Blueice Research Signs Strategic Alliance Agreement with
TAJT Security (InfiniCom)

Stockholm, Sweden –14 March 2001 - Swedish IT-security Company, Blueice
Research, and TAJT Security, a company within the Infinicom Group, have
signed a Strategic Alliance Partner Agreement concerning mobile Internet
security solutions. The agreement embraces products for secure mobile
transactions from Blueice Research and competence within security and
security infrastructure from TAJT Security.

- TAJT Security has a competence profile that really matches us. They have very deep
knowledge within the PKI area and their customers have great confidence in them.
They also have the ability to successfully drive their projects to completion, says Fredrik
Hökegård, Sales Director of Blueice Research.

The use of mobile devices for Internet access is expected to increase dramatically over
the next few years. This imposes significantly higher demands for security on the part
of both service providers and consumers. Online service providers, and companies
giving mobile access to their internal systems, are some of the actors that have a need
for better security in order to gain a competitive advantage.

- As a result of the increasing demand for security within different social functions, the
need for secure identification systems will follow this trend of strong growth. We
believe that mobile solutions will become an important part of this development and
therefore it is gratifying that we have started a co-operation with Blueice Research, says
Tommy Brismo, CEO at TAJT Security AB.
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